
Trump’s tour, followed by the NATO summit meeting, is heavy with the threat of more war. More than ever, it is up to the international  
labour movement to link the struggle against exploitation to the struggle against war.

The International Workers Committee against War and Exploitation, for a Workers International was set up  – six months ago – at the 
Mumbai Conference (in India).

We are re-publishing the Mumbai Manifesto so that everyone can  make it more broadly known in the labour movement and in their 
respective countries, and gather new support and endorsements.

Mumbai Manifesto Against War, Exploitation and Precarious Labour
(20 November 2016) 

We,  350  delegates  from  28  countries  (Afgha-
nistan,  Australia,  Belarus,  Belgium,  Benin,  Brazil,
Chili, China, France, Germany, Great Britain, Haiti,
Hungary,  India,  Italy,  Korea,  Mauritius,  Mexico,
Portugal,  Romania,  Russia,  South  Africa-Azania,
Sweden, Togo, Turkey, Ukraine, USA, Zimbabwe) are
trade unionists and political activists from all back-
grounds and currents in the workers’ movement. We
gathered in Mumbai at the World Conference Against
War, Exploitation and Precarious Labour (*).

Upon  the  conclusion  of  our  deliberations,  we
decided to adopt and distribute widely to workers the
world over the following. 

It is a fact: On every continent war continues
to spread,  exploitation continues to deepen, and
precarious  labour  is  becoming  more  and  more
generalised.

War: Our conference was held at a time when
wars,  interventions  occupations,  and  military
bases,  as  well  as  threats  of  new  conflicts,  are
multiplying. Numerous delegations were not able
to  take  part  in  the  conference  because  of  war
situations in their regions.

To those who claim that these wars are justi-
fied because they are waged in the name of the
fight  against  dictatorships  and/or  against  terro-
rism,  we  respond  with  the  facts.  And  the  facts
establish that  it  is to ensure its survival, and its
policies  of  plunder,  that  the  imperialist  system
unleashes  barbarism.  It  is  this  system  which
plunged the Middle East into a bloody chaos that
has dislocated entire countries, forcing millions of
women, men and children onto the road of exile
in the most atrocious conditions.

Exploitation: In  all  countries  and  on  all
continents, workers’ rights, collective guarantees,
social protection systems and the very existence
of the right to organise are being rolled back by a
decaying  capitalist  regime  which,  in  order  to
survive,  must  create  worsening  conditions  of
exploitation.

Mass  unemployment  is  becoming the  norm.
Labour  laws  are  the  target  of  attacks  aimed  at
destroying any legal limitations on the conditions
of exploitation.

Everywhere, in order to restrict the rights of
the working masses – and to counter their resis-
tance – the regimes in place are attacking demo-
cracy,  national  sovereignty,  and  the  right  of
peoples to decide their own destinies.

Everywhere these regimes are creating “free
trade  zones”  and  regional  institution  aimed  at
dividing  the  working  class,  rolling  back  labour
rights and lowering labour costs. In the name of
growth  and  development,  farmers  and  peasants
are  thrown  off  their  lands  through  forcible
acquisitions.

Everywhere  the  exploiters  and  their  govern-
ments are intensifying the pressures to compel the
workers’ organisations  – first  and  foremost  the
trade  unions –  to  subordinate  themselves  to  the
bosses’ plans. 

Precarious Labour: Yesterday this  question
was  restricted  to  countries  in  Asia,  Africa  and
Latin America; today it is becoming the dominant
feature  in  all  countries,  including  the  industria-
lised countries.

For the exploiters, the goal is to make all jobs
precarious.  Precarious  Labour  is  the  weapon of
mass destruction of collective rights and guaran-
tees;  it  is  a  weapon  against  any  independent
organisations of the workers.

The younger generations are among the most
targeted  by  this  scourge,  their  future  is  being
sacrificed by the needs of exploitation.

Twenty-five years  ago the dislocation of the
USSR  was  seized  upon  by  all  the  forces  of
imperialism  as  the  signal  for  an  unprecedented
offensive  aimed at  calling  into  question  all  the
collective  rights  and  guarantees  of  workers
throughout the entire world while organising the
repression against labour activists.

The Appeal convening the World Conference
in Mumbai affirms the following on this subject:
“Those  who have  issued  the  call  to  this  World
Conference  can,  of  course,  have  different  ana-
lyses  of  the  causes  of  this  event.  The  ruling
classes,  as  well  as  many  leaders  claiming  to
defend  the  workers,  have  delivered  speeches
asserting  that  the  capitalist  system  and  the
private  ownership  of  the  means  of  production
constitute an ‘unsurpassable horizon’.”

…/...

(*) Our conference was also supported and built by political
and trade  union  activists  in  20  other  countries  :  Argentina,
Austria,  Bangladesh,  Burundi,  Canada,  Czech  Republic,
Ecuador,  Greece,  Iceland,  Japan,  Norway,  Pakistan,  Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Puerto Rico, Rwanda, Spain, Switzerland,
Tunisia.



Experience has shown that for the last
25  years,  whenever  workers’  organisa-
tions have been led by their leaderships,
in the name of this “unsurpassable hori-
zon,”  to  accompany the  undermining  of
workers’ rights,  as  opposed  to  fighting
back against these attacks; indeed, every
time  these  leaderships  have  sought  to
lessen the blows of this anti-labour offen-
sive in the name of “lesser evilism,” the
result has invariably been setbacks, often
major  ones,  to  the  working  class,  its
rights, and democracy as such.

And,  in  this  context,  it  must  be
stressed that the setbacks to the indepen-
dence of the workers’ movement invaria-
bly  go  hand  in  hand  with  setbacks  to
peace and to the sovereignty of nations.

We, the undersigned, who launch this
Mumbai  Manifesto,  affirm  that  the
preceding 25 years  establish clearly that
the class struggle remains the motor force
of history. We affirm that the progress of
human civilisation, of peace and democra-
cy,  depends  first  and  foremost  on  the
ability of the exploited and the oppressed
throughout the world to preserve the inde-
pendence of their organisations. All over
the world, we are no longer able to keep
count  of  the  number  of  general  strikes,
demonstrations of millions of people and
all  the  other  mobilisations  in  which  the
workers,  the  peasants,  the  youth,  the
students… have risen up as a class against

governments,  whatever  their  political
stripes,  that  have  taken  responsibility  to
uphold the interests of a failed capitalist
system and to implement policies dictated
by the major international institutions that
defend  the  capitalists’  interests  (IMF,
World Bank, European Union etc.).

Twenty  five  years  ago  in  Barcelona
(Spain), a World Conference against war
and exploitation was held on the eve of
the war of aggression against Iraq led by
the  United  States.  In  its  concluding
document  the  conference  declared  that
“the  governments  of  all  the  political
stripes  that  have  put  themselves  at  the
service of imperialism will endeavour to
suppress all our rights and all our social
conquests under the pretext of war.… War
means a redoubled step toward the subor-
dination  of  workers’  organisations
– primarily the trade unions – to the State,
which threatens their independence.”

During  that  conference  in  1991,  the
International  Liaison  Committee  of
Workers  and  Peoples  for  a  Workers’
International was established. The ILC, in
turn, took the initiative to organise several
world  conferences  in  Paris,  San
Francisco,  Berlin,  Madrid,  and  Algiers.
Many of the delegates present in Mumbai
attended the Barcelona conference or the
other  conferences  that  followed.  The
participation of other delegates present in
Mumbai  reflects  the  expansion  of  the

movement on all continents affirming the
necessary  independence  of  the  workers’
movement – a movement of resistance to
the  policies  of  accompaniment  to  the
ruling class offensive.

The  success  of  this  Mumbai  Confe-
rence  calls  for  an  initiative  that  brings
together in a lasting way all the political
and trade union forces that have embarked
upon  this  road  of  resistance  and  that
constitutes a framework open to all those
who  – whatever  their  origins  or  back-
ground  in  the  workers’ movement –  are
seeking  the  road  of  class  independence
and of its unity at the international level.

That is why we call upon all the forces
ready  to  take  action  to  free  themselves
from  the  chains  of  exploitation  and
oppression; we call upon them to organise
internationally  and  in  each  country  to
advance  toward  a  world  where  harmo-
nious  co-operation  among  nations  and
workers will replace the world of barba-
rism, war, and exploitation. 

That  is  why  the  signatories  of  this
Manifesto  have  decided  to  set  up  the
International Workers Committee Against
War  and  Exploitation,  for  a  Workers’
International.

As  the  banner  of  our  conference
proudly affirmed, taking up the words of
the Internationale: Against barbarism, war
and  the  dismantling  of  nations,  “The
International will be the human race.” 

FRANCE
With drums beating...

An article on Trump’s tour published in the French weekly Workers Tribune 

Donald  Trump  has  thrown  himself
wholeheartedly and  all  out  into his  first
international  tour  as  president  of  the
United States.

His  tour  began  in  Ryad,  the  very
reactionary headquarters of the theocratic
Saudi Arabic monarchy. After having won
contracts for over 380 billion dollars, 100
billion of which are orders for weapons,
Trump  spared  no  praise  for  the  Saudi
regime  and  gave  his  backing  to  the
repressive war that the Saudis are waging
in Yemen, which has already cost over ten
thousand lives, and denounced Iran as the
centre of “global terrorism”, as needing to
be  brought  to  reason  by any all  means.
Speaking of the last national State to have
remained  standing  in  the  Middle  East
after twenty years of war, aggression and
devastation (which is an observation that
in  no  way  approves  of  this  regime),
Trump  availed  himself  of  the  same
language as GW Bush concerning Iraq on
the eve of the 2002 invasion.

Then the American president went on
to  Jerusalem  and  Tel  Aviv,  the  time  to
warmly applaud Benjamin Netanyahu and
to emphasize “the State of Israel’s global
role”. After that he made a whistle-stop in
the  West  Bank,  this  time  to  call  for
“peace” –  while  indicating  that  there
could  only  be  “peace”  through  total
acceptance of Israeli violence. 

Trump then went on to participate in
the summit meeting of the North Atlantic
Treaty  Organization  (NATO,  set  up
against the USSR in 1949 and today the
armed  force  of  American  imperialism).
He  unceremoniously  scolded  the  Euro-
pean powers who have not respected the
minimum 2% of  GDP to  be  devoted  to
Defence. The representatives of the States
all bowed down and accepted that NATO,
as such, should participate in the coalition
against  the Islamist  State.  Note that  this
figure of 2% was not invented by Trump
but  had been  set  in  2014,  when Obama
was the president of the United States.

It  has  become  necessary  to  increase
military  spending  in  parallel  to  the
implementing  of  austerity  policies  that
have become more and more fanatic. It is
true  that  Trump  can  pride  himself  on
having given the example. The American
military  budget  has  risen  by  4.5%  over
last year, representing almost one-third of
worldwide military spending. The Trump
administration’s overall budget represents
a veritable weapon of war against social
spending  – for  example,  reducing  the
funding of food aid provided to over 40
million Americans by a quarter.

The  message  that  Donald  Trump has
sent out is a message of hate and war. The
tone and the form that are used correspond
no doubt to the particularities of his perso-
nality. The content, however, expresses the
fact that he is but the spokesperson for a
system of exploitation and oppression that
has reached an impasse.  


